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When Google doesn’t help:
“I don’t know much about classical music,
       but I know what I like when I hear it.”

Search engines require a level of expertise: to be
able to name what you want.
 But what happens when you don’t know the
name to search for, or can’t interpret the names
if they’re in a list in front of you?

Preview Cues
We developed Preview Cues as a light
weight mechanism to leverage what users do
know about a domain to assist them with
information assessment/discovery. In the case
of music, users know what they like, and they
make this determination by hearing the audio.

Audio Preview Cues (APC) are
associated with hierarchically organized
information. An APC is associated with each
element of an information hierarchy. The APC
itself provides an audio cue which is indicative
of that element.

APCs in action
One hierarchical representation of Classical
Music is Period-Composer-Genre-
Arrangement-Piece. In Period, there are
categories like Early, Baroque, Renaissance,
Classic, Romantic, Modern, and
Contemporary. Users may have no knowledge
about what these categories mean, but as they
brush their cursor over the Periods, they hear
pieces associated with those periods.

APCs and Exploration in Context
The lightweight gesture of brushing over an
element to hear a representative piece allows
the user to determine which area they wish to
investigate further. If they like what they hear
with Romantic, by clicking now on Romantic,
they find a list of Romantic composers. As
they brush over these composers, they hear
pieces associated with the composers.

Evaluation
We used a one within/two between repeated measures ANOVA design. We evaluated two treatments
of two interfaces types, and tested the same two conditions in each treatment, counterbalancing 24
participants in each treatment for a total of 48 participants. The study was gendered balanced in each
treatment, and ranged in ages from 18-54.
We wanted to see if preview cues would afford a significant improvement for typical web-based
hierarchical presentations of music information such as Amazon.com or Yahoo.com. We refer to
these interfaces as temporal, since clicking on one element of the hierarchy takes users to the next
level of the hierarchy, erasing the previous context from view (Figure 2, Figure 4).
- To see if further benefit could be achieved with persistent hierarchical information, we compared the
temporal interface against what we refer to as the spatial interface (Figure 1) where the hierarchical
context remains persistently in view.

Results Audio Preview Cues afford significant
improvements for music discovery

-We also compared the effect of making the preview cue available with each element of the hierarchy
(referred to as the early condition) against having the cue available only at the last (Piece) level of the
hierarchy (the late condition), similar to music sales sites which offer previews of specific pieces only at
that point.
-Finally, in our between subjects condition, we ran these same comparisons with interface versions that
replaced persistent textual labels with bars (Figures 2 and 3), having the textual label information available
only on brushing over the bar. We ran this “no label” condition in order to see if preview cues could
assist navigation for interfaces that, for whatever reason, cannot support persistent full text display - such
as small screens.
- TASK. Participants were asked to find within ten minutes 4 pieces they would like to keep. A selection
window (Figure 3, lower right)  allowed participants to see at any time what they’d selected. They could
add or delete entries at any time. Participants performed this task with 4 interfaces: spatial-early, spatial-
late, temporal-early, temporal-late. New sets of music were generated for each interface condition.

Figure 1: Spatial Interface, Label version (left panel) with selection window (right panel)

Figure 2: No Label, Temporal Figure 3: No Label, Spatial with Selection Window Figure 4: Label, Temporal

- Users clicked less in Early versions of the interface, spending as well less time between
selection and addition of pieces. The cues allowed users to determine quickly whether or not
they wished to expand a given part of a path (Figure 5).
- 90% of participants preferred spatial to temporal layouts; there were significant performance
improvements with the spatial over the temporal interfaces.
- There were significant performance improvements between late and early temporal
conditions, indicating that the addition of preview cues to a site would improve site navigation
and selection tasks.
- We also saw that there is a negative correlation between age and temporal layout. This
implies that general access to hierarchical information would be improved by use of spatial
layouts (Table 1):
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-Though the reasons are not yet clear, overall, women spent less time on each of the
interfaces than men (Figure 6).
- Finally, there was no significant difference in performance between Label and NoLabel
Conditions. This finding has implications for small and no screen devices.

Table 1. Age Correlation for Action/Duration for Temporal layouts
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